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Using data collected on theY(4S) resonance and the nearby continuum by the CLEO detector at the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring, we have searched for the semileptonic decay ofB mesons toep̄ inclusive final states.
We obtain an upper limit forb→c decays ofB(B→ p̄e2n̄eX),5.931024. For theb→u decay, we find an
upper limit of B(B2→pp̄e2n̄e),1.231023 based on aV2A model, while a phase space model gives an
upper limit of B(B2→pp̄e2n̄e),5.231023. All upper limits are measured at the 90% confidence level.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.68.012004 PACS number~s!: 13.20.He
I. INTRODUCTION
Semileptonic decays play a prominent role inB physics,
because they are simple to understand theoretically and have
been used to findB0B̄0 mixing @1# and the values of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix elements:Vcb
@2# andVub @3#.
For many years there have been some mysteries in theB
meson semileptonic decays. For example, the measured
semileptonic branching fraction ofB mesons@4,5# is about
2% lower absolute~20% relative! than theoretical predictions
@6#. Recently, there has been some progress made on both the
experimental and theoretical fronts@7–10#, which gives val-
ues in better agreement with each other. More measurements
are needed to improve the existing results as well as to pre-
cisely test the new theoretical calculations.
The majority of semileptonicB decays appear to proceed
with single mesons accompanying the lepton-antineutrino
pair. There is no experimental evidence for baryons in semi-
leptonicB decay. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on
the search for these decay modes. Baryon production inB
meson semileptonic decays requires the ‘‘popping’’ of two
quark-antiquark pairs from the vacuum. For instance, in a
B2 decay, the quark content of the baryons will be
(cud)(uud) when b→c, or (uud)(uud) when b→u. The
decay mode with the lightest massb→c final state including
a proton would beB2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e . Other higher mass had-
ronic resonances could also contribute to semileptonic
baryon decays with a final state having an electron and an
antiproton. There is little guidance for the probable mix of
states that might be available so we choose a model with a
mixture of modes to studyb→c decays. Forb→u decays,
the lightest mass final state would be eitherB2→pp̄e2n̄e or
B̄0→pn̄e2n̄e . There is a large group of higher resonances
possible. One theoretical paper suggests that the charmless
semileptonicB decays to baryons could appear due to baryon
pair production in association with 8 @11#. We choose to
study only theB2→pp̄e2n̄e state in ourb→u studies.
A previous CLEO II measurement of the decayB2
→Lc1p̄e2n̄e employed full reconstruction for Lc1





using the Particle Data Group~PDG! value for B̄→Lc1p̄X
@7#. There is also an upper limit on the inclusive rate of
B(B→ p̄e2neX),1.631023 (C.L.590%) @13# from AR-
GUS. There are no measurements of theB2→pp̄e2n̄e de-
cay.
We perform partial reconstruction of the decayB
→ p̄e2neX, by identifying events with ane2 and p̄ emerg-
ing promptly from theB mesons and examining the distribu-
tion of the opening angle between the electron and
antiproton.1 Muons are not used in this analysis because they
are only well identified above 1.4 GeV/c momentum. Few
signal leptons are expected at such momenta.
In Sec. II we describe the data sample and event selection.
The event selection criteria are tailored to search for the de-
cay B2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e . We discuss the angular distribution of
the signal and main sources of backgrounds in Sec. III. Sec-
tion IV describes how we fit the data distribution for theb
→c modes. In Sec. V we discuss the analysis forB2
→pp̄e2n̄e . Section VI summarizes our results.
1Throughout this paper, charge conjugate states are implied.
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II. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION
The analysis described here is based on the data recorded
with the CLEO detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring
~CESR!. The CLEO detector@14# is a general purpose detec-
tor that provides charged particle tracking, precision electro-
magnetic calorimetry, charged particle identification and
muon detection. Charged particle detection over 95% of the
solid angle is achieved by tracking devices in two different
configurations. In the first configuration~CLEO II!, tracking
is provided by three concentric wire chambers while in the
second configuration~CLEO II.V!, the innermost wire cham-
ber is replaced by a precision three-layer silicon vertex de-
tector@15# and the drift chamber gas was changed from 50–
50 % Ar–C2H6 to 60–40 % He–C3H8. Energy loss (dE/dx)
in the outer drift chamber and hits in the time of flight sys-
tem just beyond it provide information on particle identifica-
tion. Photon and electron showers are detected over 98% of
4p steradians in an array of 7800 CsI scintillation counters.
The electromagnetic energy resolution is found to bedE/E
50.0035/E0.7510.01920.001E (E in GeV! in the central
region, corresponding to the polar angle of a track’s momen-
tum vector with respect to thez axis ~beam line!, 450,udip
,1350. A magnetic field of 1.5 T is provided by a supercon-
ducting coil which surrounds the calorimeter and tracking
chambers.
A total integrated luminosity of 9.1 fb21 was collected by
the CLEO II and CLEO II.V configurations at the center-of-
mass energy corresponding to theY(4S), corresponding to
(9.760.2)3106BB̄ pairs. An additional integrated luminos-
ity of 4.6 fb21 taken at energies 60 MeV below theBB̄
threshold provides an estimate of the continuum background
events due toe1e2→qq̄, whereq5u,d,s,c.
All events considered pass the standard CLEO hadronic
event criteria, which require at least three well-reconstructed
charged tracks, a total visible energy of at least 15% of the
center of mass energy and an event vertex consistent with the
known e1e2 interaction point. In order to remove1e2
→qq̄ continuum contributions, the ratio of the second to
zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments@16# is required to be less than
0.35.
Charged electron and antiproton candidates are selected
from tracks that are well-reconstructed, and not identified as
a muon. We accept only those charged tracks that are ob-
served in the barrel region of the detector, which corresponds
to ucos(udip)u,0.7071. Electrons with momenta between
0.6 GeV/c and 1.5 GeV/c are identified by requiring that the
ratio of their energy deposited in the CsI calorimeter and
their momentum measured in the tracking system be close to
unity and that the ionization energy loss measured by the
tracking system be consistent with the electron hypothesis.
The ratio of the log of the likelihood for the electron hypoth-
esis to that for a hadron is required to be greater than 3.
Electrons within the fiducial volume in this momentum range
are identified with an efficiency of;94%. Electrons fromg
conversion,p0 Dalitz decays, andJ/c decays are explicitly
vetoed by cuts on the appropriate invariant mass distribution.
Antiprotons with momentum between 0.2 GeV/c and
1.5 GeV/c are identified using the combined information
from dE/dx and TOF measurements. Antiproton candidates
must lie within 3 standard deviations () of the antiproton
hypothesis and outside of 2s for each of the kaon and pion
hypotheses.
We perform a primary vertex (e1e2 interaction point!
constrained fit to the combinations of the electron and anti-
proton. The fit is required to have ax2 per degree of freedom
less than 10. This helps to suppress correlated background
where the electron and antiproton come from the sameB
meson decay.
III. PARTIAL RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE
We study the angular correlations between the prompt
electron and antiproton. If we defineu as the angle between
the electron and the antiproton, the corresponding cos(u) dis-
tribution is peaked at cos(u)521 ~back-to-back! for signal
events. Figure 1 shows the cos(u) distributions for B2
→Lc1p̄e2n̄e signal events and various backgrounds. We will
use the difference between the signal and background shapes
in this distribution to fit for the amount of signal in our
sample.
There are four main sources of backgrounds as follows:
~i! Uncorrelated background: This includes the e/p̄ com-
binations where the electron and antiproton are from oppo-
site B meson decays@see Fig. 1~b!#. The cos(u) distribution
of this background would be flat, except a fiducial accep-
tance correction causes some peaking as seen from the
Monte Carlo.
~ii ! Correlated background: This includes non-prompt e/¯
combinations, which are from the sameB meson but not
FIG. 1. Distribution of the cosine of the angle between same
sign electrons and antiprotons (cosu). Plot ~a! showse/ p̄ signal
combinations fromB2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e decay; plot~b! shows uncorre-
lated background; plot~c! shows correlated background. Plots~a!,
~b!, and~c! are obtained using the CLEOBB̄ Monte Carlo genera-
tor. Plot ~d! shows continuum backgrounds obtained from data.
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from a signal event, such as in the decay chain:B1
→Lc2X, Lc2→L̄e2X, L̄→ p̄X @see Fig. 1~c!#. The cos(u)
distribution of this background as found from Monte Carlo is
also peaked near cos(u).21, but less sharply than signal. In
the Monte Carlo, the correlated to uncorrelated background
fraction is 5–8 %.
~iii ! Continuum background: This is the background due
to non-BB̄ sources, i.e.e1e2→qq̄, whereq5u,d,s,c @see
Fig. 1~d!# found using data collected at energies below the
Y(4S).
~iv! Fake e/p̄ background: This is due to particles misi-
dentified as electrons or antiprotons and is found using data.
We obtain the overalle/ p̄ angular distributions, i.e. cos(u)
distributions between electrons and antiprotons, for each of
the CLEO II and CLEO II.V datasets separately and then
combine them. The/ p̄ angular distribution found from the
off-resonance data sample is scaled by luminosity and the
energy dependent four-flavor cross section and then sub-
tracted~the scale factor is approximately 2! for each dataset.
We subtract the fake electron and antiproton backgrounds
using data distributions as described below. After these sub-
tractions, the angular distribution is composed of uncorre-
lated background, correlated background, and possibly sig-
nal. For each bin in the angular distribution, the statistical
errors from each subtraction are added in quadrature. Since
the continuum background is scaled up, statistical fluctua-
tions can affect the final distribution bin-by-bin by more than
just the statistical error on the total number of events. Using
Monte Carlo generated shapes for each of these contribu-
tions, we fit to a sum of these three components to determine
the yield of the signal events. Table I gives the overall yields
for the two data samples.
The subtractions of the misidentified electron and misi-
dentified antiproton backgrounds follow similar procedures,
described here for the fake electrons. The fake electron an-






f dist@cos~u!,p#3misidi ,p .
Here cos(u) is the angle between the antiproton and fake
electron,p is the momentum of the fake electron~i GeV/c),
i 5p,K,p,m; fbkgd is the cos(u) distribution ofe/ p̄ combi-
nations that contain a fake electron, i.e. the fake electron
background;fdist is the angular distribution of non-electrons
in each momentum range~obtained by processing data with
an electron anti-identification cut!; andmisidi ,p is the elec-
tron misidentification probability as a function of momen-
tum, which is calculated by multiplying the abundance of
each particle species~found in Monte Carlo simulations! by
its corresponding electron misidentification rate~obtained
from data! in each momentum range. The electron and pos-
itron misidentification probabilities are less than 0.3% per
track so there is very little background from this source and
are found from the CLEO II dataset. The proton and antipro-
ton misidentification probabilities range from 0.2% per track
at lower momenta to 3% per track at higher momenta. These
misidentification efficiencies are determined from the CLEO
II and CLEO II.V datasets separately and multiplied sepa-
rately by the angular distributions found from each dataset.
The statistical error associated with particle abundance and
misidentification rates is determined by the data and Monte
Carlo sample sizes, and included in the statistical error from
the fit to the finale/ p̄ angular distribution. The negligible
amount of Dalitz decay and photon conversion electrons in
our sample are included in the correlated and uncorrelated
background Monte Carlo samples and not treated as fake
electrons.
We use the CLEOBB̄ Monte Carlo generator to obtain
the uncorrelated and correlated background angular distribu-
tion shapes. For the signal, the angular distribution shapes as
well as the efficiency of our event selection are found using
the standard CLEO Monte Carlo event generator as well as a
phase space generator. The CLEO Monte Carlo generator
~hereafter referred to as ‘‘V-A model’’! generates a decay
such asB2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e in two steps. The first step is the
semileptonic decay ofb→cW,W→, n̄, , preserving the V-A
structure of the weak decay. This step involves a three-body
decay, with three initial particles produced:e2,n̄e and a
(Lcp̄) pseudo-particle. At the second step, the pseudo-
particle decays into two particles:Lc and p̄, ignoring any
possible spin correlation. The same mechanism is used to
generate the other decay modes, the only difference being
that the intermediate state pseudo-particle in the V-A model
is varied. The phase space model used is simply a four-body
B decay, with all the final state particles generated at one
step. The subsequent CLEO detector simulation isGEANT
based@17#.
TABLE I. Yields of events from the CLEO II and CLEO II.V data samples, integrated over the entire
angular distribution. The last row shows the yield after subtracting the continuum and fake backgrounds.
Event type CLEO II CLEO II.V
BB̄ events 3,328,000667,000 6,372,0006127,000
Overall e/ p̄ combinations 101936101 168296130
Continuum background~scaled! 3656684 64716114
Fakee background 212640 308658
Fakep background 18726159 28596243
Background subtracted distribution 44536210 71916304
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In the V-A model, the mass of the pseudo-particle could
affect the angular distribution betweenand p̄ and the elec-
tron and antiproton momentum distributions. In the standard
CLEO Monte Carlo event generator, the mass spectrum of
the pseudo-particle (Lcp̄) is generated as a phase space
modified Breit-Wigner distribution, with a central mass of
3.35 GeV/c2, and a width of 0.50 GeV/c2, as shown in Fig.
2~a!. This pseudo-particle (Lcp̄) mass spectrum reproduces
the measured inclusiveB→LcX and B→pX momentum
spectra@18#. In order to allow the possibility of a lower
efficiency, we examine two-body decays into the baryon/
antibaryon systemXcN̄. We have analyzed the cos(u) distri-
butions from the following decay modes:B2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e ,
B2→Sc1p̄e2n̄e , B̄0→Sc11p̄e2n̄e , B2→Sc11D̄22e2n̄e ,
B̄0→Sc11D̄2e2n̄e , B2→Sc0D̄0e2n̄e , B2→Sc1D̄2e2n̄e
and B̄0→Sc1D̄0e2n̄e . The decay modeB̄0→Sc11D̄2e2n̄e
provides the softest lepton momentum spectrum and there-
fore the smallest efficiency for this analysis (13.560.2)%.
The efficiency is calculated for modes with ap̄ in the final
state. The efficiency from the decay modeB2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e is
the highest at (20.760.1)%. For comparison, the pseudo-
particle (Sc
11D̄2) mass spectrum which was generated with
a central mass of 3.85 GeV/c2, a width of 0.50 GeV/c2, and
a threshold mass of 3.68 GeV/c2, is also shown in Fig. 2~a!.
Figure 2~b! shows the angular distribution of signale/ p̄
combinations for the two modes. For the signal model, we
combine these two modes in equal ratios and bracket the
model dependence by choosing a model with 100% of either
of the two decay modes.
Figure 3 compares the V-A and phase space models for
the B2→pp̄e2n̄e decay mode. It shows that the two Monte
Carlo models give significantly different angular distribu-
tions for thee/ p̄ combinations in this decay. We choose the
phase space model to bracket the possible efficiencies and
angular distributions of various models.
IV. SEARCH FOR b\c DECAYS
The cos(u) distributions fore/ p̄ combinations after sub-
tracting the continuum, fake electron, and fake antiproton
backgrounds are shown in Fig. 4 along with the results of the
fit. In the fit, we use the shapes obtained from Monte Carlo
@Figs. 1~a!–1~c! and Fig. 2~b!# and allow each of the normal-
FIG. 2. Comparison of signal
Monte Carlo models for B2
→Lc1p̄e2n̄e and B̄0
→Sc11D̄2e2n̄e . Plot ~a! displays
the invariant mass of pseudo-
particle (Lcp̄/Sc
11D̄2). Plot ~b!
displays the cos(u) distributions of
e/ p̄ combinations. The black tri-
angles show the expectations for
theB2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e decay and the
histogram with error bars shows
the B̄0→Sc11D̄2e2n̄e decay
mode. For the sake of comparison,
the distributions have been nor-
malized to unit area.
FIG. 3. Comparison of two
signal Monte Carlo models for
B2→pp̄e2n̄e decay. Plot~a! dis-
plays the invariant mass of
pseudo-particle (pp̄). Plot ~b! dis-
plays the cos(u) distributions of
e/ p̄ combinations for the two
models considered. The black tri-
angles show the expectations from
the V-A model, while the histo-
gram shows the expected distribu-
tion for the phase space model.
For the sake of comparison, the
distributions have been normal-
ized to unit area.
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izations of the three components to float independently. Table
II gives the results from the fit. There is no evidence for a
signal so we calculate an upper limit. From the fit we find
B(B→ p̄e2n̄eX)5(2.561.961.161.4)31024, correspond-
ing to a 90% C.L. upper limit ofB(B→ p̄e2n̄eX),5.9
31024. The last error is the model dependence error found
from varying the composition of light-mass states with
higher resonance states.
Table III summarizes the systematic errors. The system-
atic errors include those associated with each of the back-
grounds: correlated, uncorrelated, fake proton and fake elec-
tron, as described in more detail below. The two largest
errors come from the fake proton subtraction and variations
allowed in the uncorrelated background.
The correlated background@Fig. 1~c!# has a similar shape
to that of the signal. To calculate a conservative systematic
error from this source, we refit the data assuming no corre-
lated background exists and take the difference between the
central value in this fit and the original.
The uncorrelated background systematic error is found
from a combination of normalization and shape errors. The
normalization error is added in to form a conservative error
in case there is some problem with our Monte Carlo decay
model in addition to the errors on the shape discussed below.
The Monte Carlo model has not been tuned for the baryon
decay modes. If we assume there is no signal or correlated
background, we can scale the Monte Carlo normalization by
the number of events and compare it with the data. There are
a total of 16% fewer data events than in the scaled Monte
Carlo; we use this difference to account for the normalization
error. The angular distribution of the uncorrelated back-
ground is expected to be flat in the absence of acceptance
effects. However, as we only accept tracks in the barrel re-
gion of the detector, i.e.ucos(udip)u,0.71, thee/ p̄ combina-
ions passing the cuts have slightly higher probability to
come from the two opposite barrel regions. Therefore, the
Monte Carlo angular distribution of this background is
peaked towards cos(u).61 @see Fig. 1~b!#. Because of finite
spatial segmentation effects, two tracks very close together
have a slightly lower efficiency than those that are more
TABLE II. Results from the fits for theB→ p̄e2n̄eX analysis using a 50%-50% mix of two decay modes:
B2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e and B̄0→Sc11D̄2e2n̄e . The first row shows the number of signal events found, with the
statistical error determined from the fit and systematic errors determined as discussed in the text. The second
and third rows show correlated and uncorrelated backgrounds from the fit, respectively. The result is pre-
sented with the statistical, systematic, and model dependence errors in the sixth row. These errors are





Avg. efficiency from Monte Carlo (17.160.1)%
Efficiency corrected signal 48776370862224
B(B→ p̄e2n̄eX) (2.561.961.161.4)31024
Upper limit of B ~90% C.L.! 5.931024
FIG. 4. The cos(u) distributions found in data after subtracting
the continuum, fake electron, and fake antiproton backgrounds. The
plot shows the fit to the combined CLEO II and CLEO II.V datasets
using Monte Carlo distributions for theb→c signal~as discussed in
the text!, correlated background and uncorrelated background. The
confidence level of the fit is 29%.
TABLE III. Systematic errors for the measurement ofB
→ p̄e2n̄eX. These are the contributions to the systematic error




Fake proton background subtraction 6299
Fake electron background subtraction 629
Proton identification efficiency 675
Electron identification efficiency 625
Vertex constrained fit efficiency 663
Signal Monte Carlo sample statistics 633
Total 6380
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back-to-back diminishing the peak near cos(u)51. We
change the shape in the uncorrelated background to a sym-
metric distribution and fit again; the difference in the fitted
central values is 30%. We take half of this ‘‘shape’’ differ-
ence~15%! and combine it in quadrature with the normaliza-
tion difference to find an overall systematic error for the
uncorrelated background of 22%.
We study additional systematic errors from the fake pro-
ton background subtraction by comparing theuPW p̄u1uPW eu dis-
tribution in the data and Monte Carlo simulations. Figure 5
shows that in theuPW p̄u1uPW eu region above 2.5 GeV/c, the
backgrounds remaining are limited to the fake proton and the
uncorrelated background. A Monte Carlo study shows that
there are noB2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e signal events in this region in
any scenario. The fake electron background is very small
compared to the fake proton background as seen in Fig. 5~a!.
Therefore, in the region above (2.53.0) GeV/c, if we use
the scaled Monte Carlo to subtract the uncorrelated back-
ground, the remaininguPW p̄u1uPW eu data distribution should be
saturated by the predicted fake proton background@as shown
in Fig. 5~b!#. We estimate the systematic error from the fake
proton background subtraction from the deviation from com-
plete saturation. The fit gives a difference in normalization of
;15% between the amount of predicted fake proton back-
ground and that obtained for the best fit to the data, which
implies that the fake proton background may be systemati-
cally wrong by ;15%. We then shift the fake antiproton
background normalization by615% and redo the fit to the
final e/ p̄ angular distribution. The difference between the
central values obtained from the new fit vs the original fit is
taken as the systematic error for the fake antiproton back-
ground subtraction. For the systematic error from misidenti-
fied electrons, studies using real pions and kaons in data have
been done which determine the errors on the fake probabili-
ties. These fake probability errors and the error associated
with using an antielectron identification cut for counting
tracks in the data are folded together to combine for an esti-
mate of620% from this source. This technique is confirmed
using a Monte Carlo test which verifies that the number of
misidentified particles calculated is consistent with the num-
ber generated, and that a 20% error is a conservative esti-
mate. The errors associated with the misidentified electron
are also larger than those deduced from the misidentified
proton background to account for differences in CLEO II and
CLEO II.V misidentification efficiencies and possible re-
maining real electrons from conversions and Dalitz decays.
To calculate the effect on our data sample, we shift the fake
electron background normalization by620%, redo the fits
and take the difference between the new fit and the original
fit as the systematic error from this source.
In addition, errors are added to account for uncertainties
in the antiproton and electron identification efficiency differ-
ences between Monte Carlo and data. The antiproton identi-
fication efficiency is found using an antiproton data sample
from L̄→ p̄p in continuum data, as a function of momen-
tum. The momentum spectrum for protons in our Monte
Carlo signal sample is used to weight these efficiencies. The
overall error from this source is estimated to be 9%. Simi-
larly, for electrons, a CLEO study using radiative Bhabha
events in the data itself has determined an overall error of
3%.
FIG. 5. CLEO II Data/Monte CarlouPW p̄u1uPW eu distribution. Plot~a! shows the total momentum sum of the electron and antiproton tracks,
from different data and Monte Carlo components. The components include:~1! fake proton background from data~black diamonds!; ~2! fake
electron background from data~open circles!; ~3! uncorrelated background from Monte Carlo~solid line!, and ~4! correlated background
from Monte Carlo~dashed line!. The outermost empty triangles represent the sum of all the above backgrounds. The filled black triangles
show the overall data distribution, with the continuum background subtracted. Plot~b! is the fit to the final data distribution~continuum and
uncorrelated background subtracted! using the fake proton background distribution in the region above 2.5 GeV/c.
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The error from the continuum background subtraction is
statistical, determined by the size of the data sample, and is
directly incorporated into the final statistical error, as is the
statistical error due to the limited Monte Carlo sample size.
There is also an error due to the systematics associated with
the constrained vertex fit. This is taken to be half of the
inefficiency found from the signal Monte Carlo sample with
and without the cut~7.5%!.
V. SEARCH FOR THE b\u DECAY BÀ\pp̄eÀn̄e
We can also fit thee/ p̄ angular distribution to theb→u
signal decay channelB2→pp̄e2n̄e . Figure 3 shows that the
two Monte Carlo generator models give quite different signal
e/ p̄ angular distributions for this decay mode. Figure 6
shows the fits to the CLEO II and CLEO II.V cos(u) distri-
butions, assuming signal events are entirely fromB2
→pp̄e2n̄e decay, where the signal Monte Carlo events are
obtained using the V-A model generator. We see no evidence
for a b→u signal from this decay mode. Table IV gives the
results based on the V-A model. Systematic errors are calcu-
lated using the same procedures described above, for theb
→c analysis. We obtain the branching ratioB(B2
→pp̄e2n̄e)5(5.863.763.6)31024, corresponding to a
90% C.L. upper limit ofB(B2→pp̄e2n̄e),1.231023. For
the phase space model, combining the CLEO II and CLEO
II.V datasets, we obtain a branching ratio ofB(B2
→pp̄e2n̄e)5(2.661.161.6)31023, corresponding to an
upper limit of B(B2→pp̄e2n̄e),5.231023 ~90% C.L.!.
VI. CONCLUSION
The angular distribution between electrons and antipro-
tons has been studied to search for semileptonic baryon de-
cays fromB mesons. The analysis was optimized to search
for the b→c decayB2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e . For theb→c modes,
we use a~50%-50%! mixture of B2→Lc1p̄e2n̄e and B̄0
→SC11D̄2e2ne signal modes and perform a fit to the angu-
lar distribution. We see no evidence for a signal and measure
an upper limit at 90% C.L., combining the CLEO II and
CLEO II.V data samples together, of
B~B→ p̄e2n̄eX!,5.931024 ~V-A model!.
These results are an improvement upon the previous lim-
its @12,13#, in support of their conclusion that the semilep-
tonic decay ofB mesons into baryons is not large enough to
cover the discrepancy in theB meson semileptonic branching
ratio between theoretical prediction and experimental mea-
surements @4,6#. In particular, these results show that
charmed baryon production in semileptonicB decay is less
than 1.2% of all semileptonicB decays, as compared with
LC production in genericB decays at (6.461.1)% @7#. The
results also suggest that the dominant mechanism for baryon
production in genericB decays is not externalW emission.
We also searched for theb→u decayB2→pp̄e2n̄e . We




These limits do not constrain any theories at this time.
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FIG. 6. The cos(u) distributions found in data after subtracting
the continuum, fake electron, and fake antiproton backgrounds. The
plot shows the fit using ab→u signal model (B2→pp̄e2n̄e). The
confidence level for the fit is 34.5%. Note that the only difference
between this figure and Fig. 4 is the simulated signal shape.
TABLE IV. Results from the fits for theB2→pp̄e2n̄e analysis
using the V-A model. The first row shows the number of signal
events found with the statistical error determined from the fit and
systematic errors determined as discussed in the text. The second
and third rows show correlated and uncorrelated backgrounds from
the fit, respectively. ‘‘Efficiency corrected data’’ are results found
using the V-A signal Monte Carlo generator model. The statistical
and systematic errors are combined in quadrature for the final re-
sult.




Efficiency from Monte Carlo (14.960.2)%
Efficiency corrected signal 113096716966930
B(B2→pp̄e2n̄e) (5.863.763.6)31024
Upper limit of B ~90% C.L.! 1.231023
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